In this chapter, I describe a damning case study demonstrating that true beliefs—a type of common self-deception promoting theory tenacity (Loehle, 1987) and commitment to essential sex differences—have hijacked the scientific study of the evolutionary origins of sex differences and similarities. Theory tenacity is the “persistent belief in a theory despite contrary evidence” (Loehle, 1987, p. 397), and essentialism is the idea of fundamental, intrinsic, necessary, determinative differences between entities, such as females and males. Essentialism is a prominent and usually unconsciously held conceptual frame (i.e., a perception bias) for evolutionary biologists studying the origins of sex differences. It is a philosophical trap closing off attention to alternative hypotheses and experimental designs that could be used to reject false hypotheses. Here, I describe observations suggesting that the belief in a theory despite contrary evidence (Loehle, 1987) is strongly associated with intuitive gender schemas and gendered conceptual frames (see Chapter 7, this volume). I argue that intuitive gender schemas have fueled theory tenacity and inhibited the healthy development of habitual skepticism, thus retarding progress in the evolutionary study of sex differences and similarities.

I suspect that typical gender schemas, consistent with the double standard in human behavioral, social, and sexual norms, may also promote the use of confirmatory designs in the empirical practice of some sex differences research. Furthermore, I suspect that typical gender schemas have obscured the visionary works of skeptics in anthropology and evolutionary biology (Anderson, 1974; Hrdy, 1981, 1990, 1999, 2006; Parish, 1994; Parish, de Waal, & Haig, 2000) about female enthusiasm for mating and multiple mating. In addition, the implications of female multiple mating are often overlooked and the imperative is ignored to study a range of potential fitness benefits, not just costs, for females who mate multiply. Furthermore, it is clear from hindsight that something has inhibited the advance and recognition of alternative hypotheses about the origins and extent of sex differences and similarities in behavior, such as in choosy or indiscriminate reproductive decision making. As I explain in subsequent sections, many investigators assume choosy or indiscriminate reproduction is the key sex difference fueling sex-differentiated opportunities for fitness and selection.

To some readers, many of my points will seem like old news (Gowaty, 2003; Schiebinger, 1991, 1993, 2001). Also, I most certainly am not arguing from the perspective that there is anything novel about bias in science or that scientists are immune from bias. Far from it: I consider the ongoing, ever-developing—albeit slowly—practice of science to be bias busting (Hilborn & Mangel, 1997; Platt, 1964; Popper, 1945). Some will consider my arguments narrow, but other practicing scientists will find my...
concerns thoroughly contemporary, not too foreign from recent scientific discussions of critical practice in social psychology and ecology (Aarts et al., 2015; Brandt et al., 2014; Chin, 2014; Hesselmann & Moors, 2015; Klein et al., 2014; López-López, 2014; Makel, 2014; Marquet et al., 2014; Miguel et al., 2014; Murayama, Pekrun, & Fiedler, 2014; Nakagawa & Parker, 2015; Wicherts & Bakker, 2014). Moreover, I hasten to emphasize that my goal here is not a thorough critique of evolutionary-based sex differences research. I am attempting only to make a singular point providing evidence that many evolutionary scientists saw not what was on the page but rather what they believed. What is novel in my studies of Bateman’s work (Gowaty, Kim, & Anderson, 2012, 2013; Snyder & Gowaty, 2007), and what I emphasize here, is the evidence demonstrating that the errors of inference and method in a foundational study were easy to spot and elementary, demanding only a familiarity with simple manipulations of fractions and modest appreciation of the syllogisms (Dennett, 1995; Gowaty, 2014) of Darwinian selection (Darwin, 1871).

In response to critics who say I do not go far enough, I emphasize that my appeal is not to those already aware of the power of gender biases to affect the practice of science. Rather, I hope to capture the interest of and inspire skepticism among those who have retained confidence in the canon of the evolutionary origins of sex differences. The evidence implies that true believers suffer in the glare of their beliefs, which obscures vision just as profoundly as sun glare hides the details of backlit faces.

To illustrate how gender schemas and stereotypical gendered cognitive frames may impinge on the evolutionary study of sex differences and similarities, I (a) briefly review the elements (the flow of hypotheses) of the classical theory of the evolution of sex differences and the nature of common empirical tests; (b) describe the discovery of flaws in Bateman’s (1948) linchpin study of sex differences in fitness (i.e., in mating and reproductive success); and (c) link the cognitive frames of essentialism and gender schemas to belief in the still-influential texts of the classical theory. At the same time, I consider the types of logic on which the classical claims rest in an effort to identify why it has taken so long for data inconsistent with the canonical predictions to be acknowledged as inconsistent or for testable alternative hypotheses for the evolutionary and developmental origins of sex differences and sex similarities to gain traction and be tested. Last, I speculate on whether evolutionary studies of sex differences are peculiarly subject to bias or whether the collective failure to understand the elementary but substantial errors in Bateman’s study is really just normal science (Kuhn, 1962).

CORNERSTONES OF THE CANONICAL THEORY OF SEX DIFFERENCES

Adaptive scenarios for the evolution of sex differences are often attempts to explain why males are aggressive, sexually profligate, and indiscriminate in mating behavior, whereas females are dependent, coy, and choosy. These conceptual notions of sex differences are where many biologists, evolutionary psychologists, behavioral ecologists, and sociobiologists begin to cast further hypotheses about sex differences, whether or not these ideas capture the range of variation in the sexes (Hyde, 2005; Martin, 1991). To my eyes, most evolutionary hypotheses about sex differences flow from arguments with the form “sex differences predict sex differences.”

The usual justificatory thread begins with Darwin’s (1871) hypothesis of sexual selection. It then jumps to the ideas of Parker, Baker, and Smith (1972) and Trivers (1972) about the selective forces of sex-differential energetic costs of reproduction, with both arguments predicting that in most species, females are the choosy sex and males the indiscriminate sex. Trivers and Parker et al. tied their ideas to Bateman’s (1948) claims that greater among-male variance in number of mates \( V_{\text{NM}} \) produced higher variances in reproductive success \( V_{\text{RS}} \) in males than in females, thereby “proving” that evolutionary potential is greater in males than in females. The threads of logic and evidence from these sources

\footnote{Fitness variances, such as in number of mates \( V_{\text{NM}} \) or in reproductive success \( V_{\text{RS}} \), are ideas important for understanding how Darwinian selection operates. Variances in components of fitness refer to the variation among individuals expressed as a population-level metric. In the absence of other information, higher variances in components of fitness indicate a greater potential for selection within a given population.}
have produced an evolutionary guide, a scenario for why the sexes are as they are (see Figure 8.1). Taking the scenario depicted in Figure 8.1 apart to understand its power requires evaluation of the structure of the hypotheses of Darwin (1871), Trivers (1972), and Parker et al. (1972) and of the fidelity of the data and conclusions from Bateman’s (1948) study. Thus, in the next sections, I (a) describe sexual selection hypotheses, emphasizing their deductive form; (b) discuss the qualitative sources of the predictions about behavior from anisogamy (sex-differentiated morphological variation in gametes) and parental investment theories; and (c) describe how Bateman’s study seemed to fulfill those predictions when in fact it was riddled with errors, methodological flaws invalidating the results, and methods later misrepresented by those authors who made false claims about the methods of the study.

Darwin’s Sexual Selection
In 1859, Darwin said, “Sexual selection . . . depends, not on a struggle for existence, but on a struggle between the males for possession of the females; the result is not death to the unsuccessful competitor, but few or no offspring” (p. 88). By 1871, he had a more inclusive—and to my eyes, more interesting—definition: “Sexual selection . . . depends on the advantage which certain individuals have over other individuals of the same sex and species, in exclusive relation to reproduction” (p. 256). There is a world of difference between the 1859 and 1871 definitions of sexual selection, which is hardly surprising as Darwin’s 1871 book is about the many ways that he could see sexual selection operating as well as the ways he put aside for later exploration. The 1871 argument is broader than the 1859 one, because it includes the idea that females, not just males, can experience within-sex selection in relation to reproduction (Gowaty, 2011, 2014). Reproduction is more than “possession of the females” and more than the number of mates that a male has. Even though the usual interpretation of male–male sexual selection is directed toward understanding the evolution of dramatic, showy male traits (see Figure 8.1), sexual selection can affect other heritable traits too, as Darwin (1871) emphasized when he said “the manner in which the individuals of either sex or of both sexes are affected through
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**FIGURE 8.1.** The canonical model for the evolution of sex differences in behavior and fitness. The logic of these relationships is discussed in detail in the text. Sex differences in the cost of reproduction (Williams, 1966) supposedly operate to produce sex differences in Darwin’s (1871) mechanisms of sexual selection, with females being choosy and males indiscriminate about mates. This logic flow implies what Bateman (1948) claimed to prove: that the variances in reproductive success (RS) within a population are less for females and that the higher variances in males are due to choosy females preferring to mate with some favored males more than others, usually because of certain male traits likely to provoke female attention (e.g., fancy tails in birds).
sexual selection cannot fail to be complex in the highest degree” (p. 296).

What modern evolutionary scholars realized, perhaps more slowly than Darwin intended, is that the rules—arithmetic-like assumptions\(^2\)—required by any selection hypothesis, whether natural or sexual selection, can result in many iterations of selection hypotheses (Dennett, 1995). The required laws or assumptions are about the trait variation in the units of selection, the circumstances that affect the components of fitness so that differential reproduction or survival of individuals occurs. When they are variable and heritable, any selection hypothesis becomes one of evolution via selection (Gowaty, 2014). To be excessively clear about sexual selection,

1. it is always a process of sorting among individuals of a sex because of the trait variation of the individuals of that sex within a population;
2. it must happen within a population—not between populations—because the mechanisms by which the selective sorting occurs are through opposite-sex mate choice and within-sex rivalry (either behavioral or physiological), which means that potential mates and rivals must interact; and
3. it may have selective force via the correlated effects of mate choice and same-sex rivalry on many possible components of fitness, including survival, number of offspring, or the viability of offspring.

Hypotheses of selection—whether natural or sexual selection—are hypothetico-deductive syllogisms (Gowaty, 2014) that have admirable clarity, making the assumptions and predictions readily challenged with empirical tests, which is a hallmark of efficient science (Marquet et al., 2014). Thank you, Mr. Darwin!

Clearly, in any population, sexual selection may act among females and separately among males. Yet selection may be different in terms of the trait variation it affects, the mechanisms by which mate choice or same-sex rivalries sort among the individuals subject to selection, and the components of reproductive success that the mechanisms affect. To imagine that sexual selection proceeds in only one way, as shown in Figure 8.1, is a common, essentialist conceptual yoke, a cognitive straitjacket that is not only short sighted but also conceptually at odds with Darwin’s expectations about the complexities of sexual selection, not to mention at odds with experimental tests of mate preferences (as described in the following paragraphs). The assumption that sexual selection must work identically in every instance in both sexes puts all the emphasis on males and thereby (a) obscures the existence of heritable trait variation among females, (b) hides from imagination and study the mechanisms of selection that act on heritable trait variation in females, and (c) conceals information about the components of fitness that female–female reproductive competition affects. In other words, the interpretation of sexual selection promoted by the cost-of-reproduction arguments is like a burka, hiding females from view theoretically and empirically because the canonical view says that all, or most, of the action of sexual selection is on males.

### Cost-of-Reproduction Arguments are Essentialist Assertions

In Adaptation and Natural Selection, Williams (1966) anticipated sociobiology’s fervor for the bottom line of posited selection pressures from the costs of reproduction acting to produce coy and careful females and profligate, competitive males:

> It is commonly observed that males show a greater readiness for reproduction than females. This is understandable as a consequence of the greater physiological sacrifice made by females for the production of each surviving offspring. A male mammal’s essential role may end with copulation, which involves a negligible expenditure of energy and materials on his part, and only a momentary lapse of attention from matters of direct concern to his safety and well-being. The situation is markedly different for the female, for which copulation may mean a commitment to a prolonged burden, in

\(^2\)Throughout, I use the term assumption to refer to parts of a hypothesis producing deductions, as in hypothetico-deductive hypotheses.
both the mechanical and physiological sense, and its many attendant stresses and dangers. Consequently the male, having little to lose in his primary reproductive role, shows an aggressive and immediate willingness to mate with as many females as may be available. If he undertakes his reproductive role and fails, he has lost very little. If he succeeds, he can be just as successful for a very minor effort as a female could be only after a major somatic sacrifice. Failure for a female mammal may mean weeks or months of wasted time. . . . Natural selection should regulate her reproductive behavior in such a way that she will assume the burdens of reproduction only when the probability of success is at some peak value that is not likely to be exceeded.

The traditional coyness of the female is thus easily attributed to adaptive mechanisms by which she can discriminate the ideal moment and circumstances for assuming the burdens of motherhood. One of the most important circumstances is the inseminating male. It is to the female’s advantage to be able to pick the most fit male available for fathering her brood. (pp. 182–184)

The questions about sex differences that evolutionary biologists might ask from a female perspective are emblematic of the obfuscatory power of essentialist belief: Answers to many important questions are still opaque, hardly examined, and seldom asked. Obviously, there is no doubt that mammalian females gestate and lactate and males do not, but does that mean that females suffer a greater physiological sacrifice? Or does it mean something altogether different, such as that mammalian mothers enjoy greater control than fathers over reproductive outcomes and over subsequent offspring phenotypes and life-history traits? Selection must have acted particularly strongly among females to produce their extraordinary influence over offspring, and yet, what is really known about the selective dynamics yielding such effects? What sorts of contemporary social environments for females are associated with increased and decreased variances in their components of reproductive success or their survival? Are females really traditionally coy and males aggressively willing to mate? What would it mean if males are choosy too, and if females behave indiscriminately? The answers to such questions (Drickamer, Gowaty, & Holmes, 2000; Drickamer, Gowaty, & Wagner, 2003; Gowaty et al., 2007; Gowaty, Drickamer, & Schmid-Holmes, 2003; Gowaty, Kim, Rawlings, & Anderson, 2010; Gowaty, Steinichen, & Anderson, 2002, 2003) are often ignored even when they are answered, becoming grist for a historian’s mill. When tests of mate choice seek only evidence of female choice while ignoring the possibility of male choice, the tests are obviously incapable of producing evidence about sex differences or sex similarities.

Perhaps an even more important question than the alternative ways to characterize differences in reproductive roles is how to test Williams’s (1966) version of the cost-of-reproduction arguments. From an evolutionary perspective, any extraordinary costs of reproduction for females would have exerted strong selection on them that likely would reduce or minimize ongoing costs, lowering variances in some components of female fitness. But what about any remaining variances in the many components of female fitness that are not usually tested? Variances in certain components of fitness, such as the ratio of adult offspring to the number of eggs laid or offspring born, might be important to females (Altmann, 1997). Perhaps that is the bit that ought to be the focus of attention: What were the selective pressures that produced these seemingly fixed female traits? Are they at work currently? What variations in females have researchers failed to see given that the “Williams–Bateman bias” so often suggests that there is little or no important variation in female fitness that would fuel selection on females’ traits?

Similarly curious are the many studies that show clear inconsistencies with the Williams–Bateman predictions, such as a recent conceptual review of empirical mate choice studies (Ah-King & Gowaty, 2016). If the argument is about the effects of ancient selection pressures producing fixed trait variation, such as “all females are choosy” and “all males
are indiscriminate,” a single observation (e.g., in a beetle species) of indiscriminate females or of choosy males would call the theory into question (Johnson, 1982; Johnson & Hubbell, 1984), just as an observation of a black swan challenges the statement that “all swans are white.”

Along these lines, consider that the vast majority of mate preference studies test only for female mate preferences, leaving male mate preferences unexamined, by and large. A defense of this practice is that most female mate preference studies pursue explanations for the evolutionary origins of exotic (i.e., bizarre, elaborate, or fancy) traits in males (think of peacock tails). There are thus two problems: one is the failure to consider the evolution of traits—fancy or not—in females. The other is the question of the fitness consequences for choosers of potential mates, independent of the expectations investigators have about the inducing traits—the mediators of preference—in the chosen.

After Williams’s (1966) informal but influential arguments about the selective consequences of the cost of reproduction, additional interest came from Parker et al.’s (1972) mathematical anisogamy theory and Trivers’s (1972) qualitative parental investment theory. Anisogamy and parental investment theories made the same predictions as Williams: Males are active, indiscriminate, and competitive over mating access to females, and females are passive, always choosy about with whom they mate, and competitive, not over access to mates but over access to essential resources.

Anisogamy theory came from an analytical—meaning algebraically expressed—model of how encounters with potential mates in a population of normally distributed gametes could result in disruptive selection to produce two gamete sizes (Parker et al., 1972; Trivers, 1972; Williams, 1966). It is a theory of selection pressures on the morphology of sex cells. The math assumes that individuals must meet to mate and that zygotes resulting from gamete fusion must have resources to develop, which the authors assumed come from big, resource-acquiring gametes (the eggs). The dynamics of mate encounter, under differential costs and benefits of gamete size and relative vagility, favored the evolution of two sizes of gametes. The model of disruptive selection on gamete sizes is a first-principles deductive idea assuming that encounters with potential mates matter, as does the ability to sequester resources necessary for zygote development and survival. Sometimes in nature these two roles are simultaneously met by a single gamete size. Nevertheless, the anisogamy model described a reasonable pathway to the evolution of two sizes of gametes, which seems to be the most common pattern in nature.

From there, the authors made additional, nonmathematical caveats associating the evolution of morphological size variation with choosy and indiscriminate mating behavior. The add-on discussion was similar to Williams’s (1966) logic: There are sex differences in the cost of reproduction so that selection favors females as the choosy sex and males as the indiscriminate sex. Predictions derived from anisogamy theory about behavioral sex differences were not mathematically deduced but were ad hoc additions, intuitively expected correlates of morphological variation in gametes. Thus, the facts of big, sessile, resource-rich eggs and small, mobile sperm do not necessarily imply either that the bearers of sperm compete and mate indiscriminately or that the bearers of the larger gametes are choosy and relatively noncompetitive over mating opportunities. Two generations of scholars have taken as law the intuitively derived association of big gametes with choosy behavior and small gametes with indiscriminate behavior despite data challenging the theory’s predictions and the existence of alternative theoretical arguments (Dewsbury, 1982). Is it because common gender schemas inhibit imagination of alternative hypotheses, thereby hijacking the scientific enterprise and promoting seeing what one believes?

Besides the problem of believing is seeing, a first-principles deductive and mathematically proven theorem predicts that adaptive, fitness-enhancing
behavioral flexibility (being choosy and indiscriminate) of individuals—regardless of their sex—can evolve without anisogamy or other claims about sex differences in morphology (Gowaty & Hubbell, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2013a, 2013b; Hubbell & Johnson, 1987). Moreover, mathematical deductive theorems have proven that selection will be against individuals fixed for choosy or fixed for indiscriminate behavior whenever the assumptions of the theory are met (Gowaty & Hubbell, 2005). Thus, again, it is not necessarily true that the sexes are what they are because of the size of the gametes they carry (Parker, 1979).

Moreover, experimental tests of anisogamy’s predictions of fixed sex differences exist and allow rejection of its predictions of sex-differentiated, fixed reproductive decision making (Altmann, 1997; Anderson, Kim, & Gowaty, 2007; Drickamer et al., 2003; Gowaty et al., 2002, 2007; Gowaty, Drickamer, & Schmid-Holmes, 2003; Gowaty, Steinichen, & Anderson, 2003; Johnson, 1982; Johnson & Hubbell, 1984; Moore, Gowaty, Wallin, & Moore, 2001; Ryan & Altmann, 2001). *Drosophila pseudoobscura*, the fruitfly species with the tiniest known sperm (at least among flies) and “regular-sized” ova, is a model species for the study of anisogamy theory’s predictions: *D. pseudoobscura* has the biggest known asymmetry in gamete size of any fruitfly species. The empirical tests (Anderson et al., 2007) show that both females and males are choosy, and both sexes are indiscriminate. What may be more interesting is that in both sexes, choosy subjects experimentally bred with individuals they preferred had offspring of higher viability than when they were paired with individuals they did not prefer. The bottom line is that both sexes were sometimes choosy and other times indiscriminate, indicating flexibility, and regardless of their sex, their mate preferences predicted the viability (health) of the offspring they produced when they mated with potential mates they preferred versus those they did not prefer.

Results such as the one just described imply another epistemological question: How many times must researchers observe inconsistency with the anisogamy predictions before they reject the hypothesis? Must investigators perform experimental tests in all known extant species? Or is a single rejection, such as the single observation of a black swan, enough to put the anisogamy hypothesis off the table as the only, or even the favored, explanation for sex differences in behavior? This is a question that goes to the heart of sex differences research: Is it efficient science? Claiming consistency via confirmatory results only (Janicke, Häderer, Lajeunesse, & Anthes, 2016; Jones, 2003; Jones, Arguello, & Arnold, 2002) is hardly good enough. Indeed, claiming consistency via confirmatory results is a violation of the hypothetico-deductive method and, as Popper (1945, 1959) warned, risks turning a scientific issue into a metaphysical one. The quest for consistency with favored hypotheses is a scientific pitfall and certainly an inefficient way to advance scientific knowledge (Marquet et al., 2014) in that it propels faith, not reason.

Trivers’s (1972) qualitative parental investment hypothesis stated that patterns of parental investment were the causes of sex differences in behavior. His argument was an elaboration of Williams’s (1966) story justifying choosy female mammals because of the relative costs to them of reproduction. The argument goes that the energetic cost of any copulation for females compared with males would potentially be greater, because females must also gestate, lactate, and sometimes care for offspring for extended periods. All of these duties of female energetic investment were said to create a series of selection pressures that favored choosy females. Because males generally do not experience the same obligate costs as females, males would not experience selection favoring choosy behavior and so would be indiscriminate. The parental investment hypothesis went further, however, to predict that when males invested more energy than females, the males would be the choosy sex and the females the indiscriminate sex, and so began ad hoc modifications to first-canon texts, including derivative theories predicting the “direction” of sexual selection, as though when one sex experiences strong sexual selection the other sex cannot. In fact, the direction-of-sexual-selection language is a dead giveaway that users misunderstand the basics of sexual selection, or perhaps they make unstated restrictive modifications to sexual selection syllogisms, because theoretically whether sexual selection acts strongly on
females says nothing about whether sexual selection acts strongly on males and vice versa. This point is obvious when one looks carefully at Darwin’s ideas and uses his syllogisms to construct sexual selection hypotheses (Gowaty, 2014).

The empirical question related to Trivers’s (1972) parental investment predictions is whether experimental tests can reject the hypothesis. Tests of female and male mate choice behavior in a typical polygynous mammal species with greater female than male investment—feral house mice (*Mus musculus*)—showed that both females and males have mate preferences. These tests also demonstrated that both sexes gain the fitness benefit of enhanced offspring health when they reproduce with individuals they prefer compared with individuals they do not. The results of experiments in feral house mice rejected the parental investment hypothesis because parental investment predictions were not met (Drickamer et al., 2000, 2003; Gowaty, Drickamer, & Schmid-Holmes, 2003). Had the experiment only focused on female house mice, its results would have been consistent with parental investment predictions and would have contributed to “consistency science.” However, because the investigators tested both sexes simultaneously, controlling ages of subjects, their environments, the form of the preferences tests, and so forth, the tests were able to produce data that rejected the parental investment hypothesis.

Even more fascinating are the large number of empirical articles showing that in species with seemingly greater investment in reproduction by females than males, females can and do switch between choosy and indiscriminate behavior in the presence of predators; females also switch when they are parasitized, sick, or experience differences in their encounter rates with potential mates. Ah-King and Gowaty’s (2016) review indicated that the many articles showing variation in females’ reproductive decision making produced data inconsistent with the parental investment hypothesis. However, authors of the reviewed articles seldom made that connection in their reports, as though belief in the parental investment hypothesis stands despite their own data.

Both Trivers (1972) and Parker et al. (1972) cited Bateman (1948), who remains the key player in the flow of arguments for the evolutionary origins of sex differences (see Figure 8.1). What Bateman’s study did was connect essentialist sex differences in behavior to the essentialist ideas about sex differential costs of reproduction and then to observable sex differences in variances in reproductive success ($V_{rs}$). For some, such a linkage fastened the knot of essentialist answers to why the sexes are as they are.

In the next section, I discuss Bateman’s (1948) study, designed to demonstrate experimentally the differences in fitness accrual of males and females. As my collaborators and I have shown, Bateman’s published study was complex and difficult to understand partly because it was not organized in the standardized ways of modern studies that most of us are used to reading. The study had important errors, including analytical miscalculations, but also fatal flaws in the methodology that rendered more than a third of his 63 populations incapable of fairly answering his questions. Many errors were so straightforwardly obvious that any thoughtful reader should have seen them on first reading. Why they did not is a question that dogs me. The fact that readers saw what they believed emerges as a compelling explanation.

### Bateman’s Hypotheses Became Conclusions That Became “Bateman’s Principles”

In the decade before Bateman’s (1948) experiment, Fisher’s (1930) fundamental theorem of natural selection focused attention on variances in fitness as central to understanding the potential for evolutionary response: Without trait variation and without fitness variation, there is no opportunity for evolution by selection. Fisher also originated the statistical models of analysis of variance, which was the main statistical tool that Bateman used to analyze his data. Although Bateman did not cite Fisher’s work, it is not hard to imagine that Fisher’s ideas about variance in fitness inspired Bateman’s hypotheses and the remarkably ambitious experiment he did to test them.

Bateman began his experiment sometime in the mid-1940s and he published it in the first issue of the new journal *Heredity*. In keeping with Darwin’s ideas about the evolution of exaggerated male traits, he hypothesized that female choice...
and male–male behavioral rivalry over access to females were the real crux of mating matters among males (whether ornamented or not). His subjects were fruitflies, *Drosophila melanogaster*, in small, equal sex-ratio populations. Bateman’s hypothesis of female choice—not male choice—as a driver of sexual selection was a hypothesis that contrasted with previous experiments using fruitflies. In male-choice experimental designs, investigators placed a male in a vial with two females, in those days usually of different species. Investigators then noted which female the male mated first and took this mating behavior as an indication of a cognitive process called *male preference*. Bateman’s alternative hypothesis was that if sexual selection on males was happening the following predictions would be met: (a) Female mate choice and male–male rivalry over mating would produce greater variances in numbers of mates (*V_{NM}* for males than females); (b) the greater *V_{NM}* for males than females would in turn produce greater variances in reproductive success (*V_{RS}*) for males than females; and (c) there would be a stronger dependence of *V_{RS}* on *V_{NM}* for males than females, indicating the cause of sexual selection acting among males. The repercussions of Bateman’s hypotheses that became his conclusions are legend.

Nearly 50 years after his initial publication, Bateman’s (1948) hypotheses and conclusions became Bateman’s principles (Arnold, 1994). In other words, the hypotheses and conclusions became facts to count on. Bateman’s principles propped up belief in the idea that there are no fitness benefits for females of mating with more than one male and that females are indeed coy and males indeed promiscuous and competitive. Thus, Bateman’s principles provided an evolutionary explanation for the double standard in sexual behavior of women and men, something that prescient biologists, such as Hrdy (1981), noted nearly 40 years ago and which they also challenged with observations of humans’ closest relatives. In terms of most studies that were done, it was as though female subjects were just not interesting in relation to the evolutionary project. Notable exceptions were in disciplines with an unusual number of female professionals (e.g., anthropology and psychology), who did focus on females. As historians have shown, studies of nonprimate species that put females in the spotlight were often criticized and more often than not simply ignored. Only in the past few years has one seen articles that begin with language such as “Despite Bateman’s principles, females do mate with multiple males and do gain fitness rewards.” It is as though the idea has gained support only recently, despite the fact that modern genetic parentage studies of wild living flies proving that females mate with multiple males go back a long time (Anderson, 1974; Anderson et al., 2007; Turner & Anderson, 1983).

Given the association of Bateman’s (1948) conclusions with contemporary double-standard expectations for humans, I wonder why so few asked the crucial questions that Bateman’s obvious errors later stimulated. For example, Snyder and Gowaty (2007) showed that many people who promoted Bateman’s hypotheses, results, conclusions, and principles obviously did not know what Bateman had done. For example, they did not know how he inferred parentage; they did not attend to the structure of his statistical tests, or the justifications for the graphs he used to illustrate his conclusions. How did the graphs (see Figure 8.2) make it into textbooks? What one sees in the history of Bateman citations is not an immediate critical engagement with his methods or his results; rather, it took decades before the obvious errors were noticed and alternative hypotheses in the form of mathematical theorems were proposed that were also able to explain Bateman’s data (Hubbell & Johnson, 1987; Sutherland, 1985). Observations of female multiple mating began in the late 1970s, accelerated in the 1980s, and kept accumulating, results that prima facie challenged Bateman’s principles. Yet Bateman’s principles continued to stand: Something akin to “true belief” must have been afoot, rather than the kind of engaged criticism that is usually a hallmark of science. Alternatively, perhaps many believers just did not read Bateman. Even today the traces of skepticism in citations to Bateman (1948) are as rare as hens’ teeth. Why? Could this belief, contrary to the facts, be sustained for more than half a century

---

Note that variances are metrics of population-level variation. *V_{NM}*, and *V_{RS}*, indicate variation in measures of average NM or average RS. So, for example “higher *V_{NM}*-in females than males” means that females in that population are less like each other in their numbers of mates than males are like each other.
merely on the basis of careless science? I suspect that historians will conclude, as I have, that scientists saw what they believed.

In the next paragraphs, I describe Bateman’s (1948) errors (i.e., failure to fully test Mendel’s expectations of types of offspring given parental types; lack of control experiments; inappropriate degrees of freedom in his analyses of variance; haphazard graphical displays). And I ask again why they were not noted in the 1970s or earlier, because the errors were easy to spot, requiring no advanced skill sets or numeracy beyond an understanding of fractions.

To study sex differences in $V_{SM}$ and $V_{RS}$, one needs to know who mates, who mates with whom, and how many offspring each subject has. Bateman’s (1948) sole source of data was a genetic parentage assignment study, which involved adult subjects (the possible parents) who had unique genes coding for unique observable phenotypes; thus, when offspring inherited the nametag gene of a parent, they would express it phenotypically and thereby identify the parent. All of Bateman’s inferences depended on the phenotypes of offspring produced in each population. Given the limitations of molecular genetics for parentage studies at the time (they had not yet been invented), Bateman’s experiment used a very clever method.

Bateman (1948) cultured his subject adults so that each was heterozygote dominant at a unique locus. The culturing of the subject flies—the adults whose number of mates and reproductive success he set out to measure—was by itself an ambitious undertaking. For the experiments, he needed individuals with different phenotypically expressed genetic mutations—nametags—that could be culled from cultures in such a way as to guarantee that his subjects were each heterozygote dominants at their

### TABLE 4

**Sample result of one mating. From series 6 B × A, sixth, bottle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CyL</th>
<th>Cy</th>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>No. of mates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_b$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_m$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of mates</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIGURE 8.2

Key illustrations from Bateman (1948). Panel a shows Bateman’s (1948) original Table 4. Panels b and c show Bateman’s original Figure 1a and Figure 1b, respectively. See text for a detailed discussion of these items. RS = reproductive success. From “Intra-Sexual Selection in Drosophila,” by A. Bateman, 1948, Heredity, 2, pp. 357, 362. Copyright 1948 by Nature Publishing Group. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
unique nametag locus (i.e., that a single identifying phenotype was coded by a single mutant allele at a different locus for each subject adult). Thus, even before he put subjects to breed in populations, he needed several months of careful fly culturing to create his experimental populations of interacting females and males. For populations with three females and three males, six different nametags identified the adults. For populations with five males and five females, 10 different nametags identified the adults. In sexual species, each offspring has both a mother and a father. Parental gametes each contribute a single set of chromosomes to each offspring. Thus, when all possible parents are heterozygote dominants at different loci, Mendel’s law reduces to its simplest form (see Figure 8.2): 25% of offspring will inherit a nametag from each parent, \(DD\) offspring; 25%, a nametag from their mother and a wildtype allele from their father, \(D+\) offspring; 25% a wildtype allele from their mother and a nametag allele from their father, \(+D\) offspring; and 25% wildtype alleles from both parents, \(++\) offspring.

For Mendel’s law to hold, a critical stipulation is that, when expressed in offspring, the nametag genes are not deleterious whether inherited in combination or singly. When this assumption is met, one can estimate with minimal error the number of mates per subject and how many offspring each subject produced. However, one must first test the validity of this crucial risk-of-lethality-in-offspring assumption, which can be done in at least two ways. A control experiment using a series of monogamous pairings (one female and one male in a vial) would have tipped Bateman (1948) off, as it did in our studies (Gowaty et al., 2013), that when offspring inherited nametag mutations from both parents simultaneously, they often died before they emerged as adults. Dead babies obviously were invisible, making it impossible to know who their parents were, and these missing offspring necessarily indicate that some subjects who mated and reproduced (producing progeny that did not survive to an age when nametags expressed) would be overlooked (Anderson, 1969), rendering the overall results about number of mates potentially and seriously biased. Another easier way of validating the assumption, done on each of Bateman’s populations, is a robust test against Mendel’s expectations, which were all the rage in genetic studies during the first half of the 20th century (see Figure 8.2). That is what Gowaty et al. (2012) did in their strict replication, using the nametag mutations of the populations Bateman graphed (reproduced as Figure 8.2c), and it is what Hoquet and Gowaty (2016) did when analyzing the populations Bateman recorded in his lab notebooks.

After Bateman (1948) placed heterozygote-dominant subjects in populations, he allowed them to interact and mate for 3 or sometimes 4 days, after which he removed the subjects holding the vials until offspring emerged from pupae as adults. Then, he sorted offspring into types, as shown in the table reproduced as Figure 8.2a, noting the number of mates for each subject and the number of offspring.

The mismatch in Bateman (1948; see Figure 8.2a) between the observed offspring types of his only fully reported population and Mendel’s rules are obvious and should immediately have troubled readers, as it did Snyder and Gowaty (2007). The reason is that the deficit in DD offspring necessarily implies that the estimate of the number of mates for each subject was inaccurate to some unknown degree, so that to some unknown degree the estimates of \(V_{NM}\) would be wrong, both overestimating the number of individuals with no mates and underestimating those individuals with more than one mate (see Figure 1 in the supporting information for Gowaty et al., 2012).

The Mendelian expectations may sound complex, but they are not (see Figure 8.2): it is a simple problem at a high school level of inference as to what the frequency of alleles will be in offspring, given parental genotypes. Had Mendel’s rules been met, Bateman (1948) could have reliably estimated who mated with whom as well as the relative reproductive success of subjects. If the experiment had worked, it would have been elegant, but it did not work, and it was not elegant. Gowaty et al.’s (2012) repetition proved that there was a fatal flaw in methodology for the populations Bateman used to illustrate his findings (as reproduced in Figure 8.2c). When Hoquet and Gowaty (2016) analyzed all the populations in Bateman’s original lab notes, a third of the populations failed to meet Mendel’s
rules. Bateman should have removed these populations from further consideration because failure to match Mendel’s expectations proved that the data were incomplete relative to Bateman’s questions and therefore incapable of providing reliable answers. Why did Bateman not do appropriate tests of Mendel’s expectations? A third grader can easily do the calculations by hand. Anyone with minimal exposure to genetic inference should have noticed.

Snyder and Gowaty (2007) were also the first to publish that Bateman (1948) had pseudo-replicated his analysis of variance: When he tested for sex differences among male and female subjects in variances in number of mates and variances in reproductive success, he inflated the degrees of freedom for individuals by pooling data across populations, yielding apparent statistically significant results when in fact there were none. How did Fisher, the originator of analysis of variance, let Bateman’s analysis of variance pass peer review? He was the editor of Heredity at that time, but instead of critiquing the inflated degrees of freedom, Fisher wrote to Bateman that the results of the experiment did not surprise him. Perhaps even Fisher was vulnerable to seeing what he believed. Why did the army of fierce graduate students who read Bateman from the 1970s to today also not find the error? The “lie in believe” may be a general problem.

So, how did Bateman’s (1948) article catch on and spread? How could it have been read so uncritically for 60-some years? For example, Bateman never watched the behavior of his subjects: No surprise, as it would have been an impossible workload for him to watch the individuals in his populations—despite the fact that each subject had a distinctive and phenotypically observable genetic mutation—because each of the populations lasted for 3 or 4 days. Even with today’s technology, watching six or 10 flies interact would be challenging. Dewsbury’s (2005) reading of Bateman, and others who cited Bateman so prominently, revealed that some influential authors later claimed that Bateman had reported that he observed females choosing among males. However, there is no evidence in Bateman that he or anyone else might have watched behavior. Nor is there such evidence in Bateman’s recently discovered handwritten lab notes (personal observation, T. Hoquet and P. A. Gowaty, 2013).

Dewsbury’s digging showed that the later authors did not read Bateman, failed to read it carefully, or just saw what they believed. Whether these authors were truly self-deceived, seeing what they believed or not, they compounded Bateman’s error, misleading generations of gullible readers. The enthusiasm felt in the heady days of the 1970s now seems akin to what happens to gullible consumers encountering a con artist on a carnival midway: Readers saw what they believed, suspended critical judgment, perhaps bowed to those more powerful, and took as true that for which there was no evidence.

Other problems, as clear as the nose on one’s face, include the curious case of Bateman’s (1948) graphs (reproduced in Figure 8.2). Bateman haphazardly pooled his data across populations, then said that the data from the populations he pooled into the second graph “looked different.” In plain language, he cherry picked and emphasized the second graph that showed an apparent dramatic sex difference (via slope) in the relationship between number of mates and reproductive success. Anyone who had read Bateman’s article would have seen this suspect justification for two graphs: “Series 5 and 6 differed somewhat from the rest.” One of Bateman’s graphs (see Figure 8.2c) contains pooled data from 24 or 25 populations. The other graph (see Figure 8.2b) pooled more than 40 populations and thus had considerably more data, including the populations that had 10 adult subjects, not just six. Pooling data over populations is inappropriate for analyses of sexual selection because sexual selection is a process that occurs within populations, not between them. Putting aside the error of pooling across populations, it is worth emphasizing that the graph with the closest similarity to the gender schema of the double standard (see Figure 8.2c) was the one that got so much press. Again, I take the failure of others to note the errors as evidence that they were seeing what they believed, without skeptical engagement with the ideas, the data, the results, or the implications of the study.

Graphs such as those in Figure 8.2, which are digital copies of those from the original article, have become known as Bateman gradients, a supposed telltale sign of sexual selection acting on males.
A pooled graph over multiple populations obviates the opportunity to test sexual selection predictions, as I have already explained. Quantitative geneticists, by definition numerate scholars, from Fisher onward failed to notice that the graphs of pooled data were misrepresentations—in fact, they were false representations of the claimed outcome of sexual selection. Why did quantitative geneticists make that mistake? They surely knew that sexual selection is a within-population, within-sex process. The data for a relationship between number of mates and reproductive success must represent a within-population process, because for mate choice or within-sex rivalry to have fitness effects, individuals must interact with each other. To be more than perfectly plain, flies in separate jars could not interact with each other. The rivalry of individuals in one jar could not affect the fitness of same-sex individuals in another jar. The mate choice of individuals in one jar could not affect the mating success of individuals in other jars. Uncritical readers looking at Bateman’s (1948) graphs made inferential mistakes, thinking that some males interacted with four other rivals when they could actually interact with only two rivals or that some individuals chose among five possible mates when they could choose among only three possible mates. In fact, Bateman’s published graphs (see Figure 8.2) imply absolutely nothing about sexual selection.

Gowaty et al. (2012) repeated a key part of Bateman’s original study: the populations that Bateman (1948) included in his graphs (see Figure 8.2). To do so, they constituted 46 populations, each with three males and three females, and tested in each population the distribution of offspring types. They found that “none of the 46 populations had more than 24.3% DD offspring, 44 had fewer than 20% (range from 6.9%) DD offspring, and tested in each population the distribution of offspring types. They found that “none of the 46 populations had more than 24.3% DD offspring, 44 had fewer than 20% (range from 6.9%) DD offspring. The binomial probability that all 46 populations would have DD frequencies under 25% was $1.42 \times 10^{-14}$” (p. 11741). None of these replicated populations could be used to reliably test Bateman’s hypotheses. It was a simple control analysis to test if some of the combinations of subjects’ nametag alleles would be lethal in offspring. Bateman (1948, p. 355) contained a table with a description of the dominant marker genes that he used to identify subjects in his experiment, and it gave hints that offspring lethality was possible. The table showed that seven of 10 markers were homozygote lethal, meaning that the mutations had strong effects on viability, especially if a fly inherited the mutation at both alleles. It would have seemed completely reasonable, then, for Bateman (as it was for Gowaty et al.) to imagine that a DD offspring, heterozygote dominant at two loci, might experience lethality effects from inheriting two different dramatic mutations even if they were at different loci, because both mutations would have been expressed. For example, it would be no surprise if an offspring in Bateman’s experiment that simultaneously inherited two dramatic nametag mutations (e.g., curly wings and microcephaly) died before emerging as adult (when their inherited parental nametags would have been visible to observers): Bateman’s clever method was not so clever without a check on the required frequencies of offspring phenotypes given parental types. What is also befuddling is that the simple Mendelian expectations require no special numeracy beyond fractions to figure out. Why did Bateman not do it? Why did later readers not ask the following simple question: How reliable were the data for the questions Bateman asked? Did those armies of readers find Bateman’s hypotheses—observations—conclusions—principles so compelling because they were seeing what they believed?

So, what explains the math mistakes in Bateman’s (1948) analyses? He obviously did not have an electronic calculator, much less a computer; he probably used a mechanically cranked calculator, if that. Arithmetic errors are not really important, because with the data in hand, one can always redo the analysis, which is what Thierry Hoquet and I recently did (Hoquet & Gowaty, 2016). Hoquet unearthed and transcribed Bateman’s original, handwritten lab notes; we computerized the data and then used SAS statistical software to analyze the data, population by population. First, we asked whether the data in each population met Mendel’s rules. Thirty-eight of 65 populations passed Mendel’s test; however, more than 40% failed. Thirty-eight fair populations is a reasonably large sample of populations, much larger than the vast majority of modern studies of sexual selection, so we continued to evaluate Bateman’s hypotheses using his data. Our report showed that
Bateman's (1948) own words, “It can now be seen that the sex difference in variance of fertility, which is itself a sign of intramascu-
line selection, but the stronger correlation in males than females of $V_{\text{NM}}$ with $V_{\text{RS}}$ is the cause of intra-
masculine selection.³

How does all that make sense of intramasculine selection or, as it is called today, “sexual selection acting among males”? First, higher $V_{\text{RS}}$ may some-
times indicate greater opportunity for selection, but high variances in reproductive success do not necessarily indicate selection without other information. For example, one needs information about the mechanisms by which the fitness variance arose, as well as the trait variation that mate choice or same-
sex rivalry might have sorted. None of that information was available from Bateman’s (1948) study. If the inference hangs on the sex differences in variance in reproductive success ($V_{\text{RS}}$), it is even harder to infer that it is due to sexual selection acting on males, because logically following Darwin’s syllogisms of sexual selection—the among-female variance in reproductive success says nothing about sexual selection on males, and vice versa. Again, more information is needed. The pattern of variation in reproductive success of males and females might more readily indicate a sign of intrinsic limits on egg pro-
duction in females, itself a reliable indicator of past strong selection acting on females, not just a sign of opportunity for selection. Just as greater male var-
iance in reproductive success is a potential sign of an opportunity for selection, the lower female variance in reproductive success is not a sign that sexual selec-
tion is not acting among females. Nor is it a sign that in females there is little opportunity for selection, because sexual selection on females may act through other components of fitness, such as the number of offspring that actually go on themselves to reproduce (i.e., females may compete over the quality of their offspring). There was never enough information in analyses of sex differences in $V_{\text{RS}}$ or $V_{\text{NM}}$ to infer a sign of sexual selection acting on either sex.

Second, sex differences in variances in number of mates ($V_{\text{NM}}$) for males is also a sign of intramascu-
line selection, because logically—following Darwin’s syllogisms

³In Bateman’s (1948) own words, “It can now be seen that the sex difference in variance of fertility, which is itself a sign of intra-masculine selection, is due to the effect of number of mates per fly on fertility. This takes effect in two ways: (a) The higher variance, in males, of the number of mates per fly. This is a sign of intra-masculine selection. (b) The stronger correlation, in males, between number of mates and fertility. This is the cause of intra-masculine selection” (p. 362).
finding no benefit in repeat or multiple mating, or sex differences in $V_{NM}$ could be because postmating latencies (or the handling time of a previous copulation) of females are naturally longer than for males, reducing the time females have available for remating, suggesting as it did to Sutherland (1985) that chance can explain sex differences in the number of mates and their variances.

Another alternative occurred to Snyder and Gowaty (2007), namely, that a type of sexual conflict could explain Bateman’s (1948) data: If ejaculate components from a previous mate physiologically manipulate females’ remating behavior, females may be delayed in returning to receptivity to further mating, which might reduce their mating rate. Yet another alternative is that female–female sexual selection may not be over number of mates but over the quality of mates, or the quality of offspring a female can produce given with whom she shares gametes. If this alternative stands, the silent claim in Bateman’s principles that sexual selection proceeds the same way in males and females is violated, so that any inference of sexual selection acting on males using data on sex differences in variances in number of mates ($V_{NM}$) would be an uninformative exercise. The point is that explanations other than choosy females and competitive males can explain Bateman’s data. Obviously, the existence of alternative hypotheses challenges claims that sex differences in $V_{NM}$ are signs of sexual selection acting on males because they are also justifiable signs of chance effects, perhaps signs of sexual conflict, signs of an otherwise flawed methodology, or simply signs of a bad graph.

Why, if the question is about intramale selection, is a comparison of sex differences in $V_{NM}$ relevant? While standing on Darwin’s shoulders, to my eyes there seems nothing to be learned about sexual selection on either sex from a graph of sex differences in reproductive success on number of mates. To me, using Darwin's logic of sexual selection, it makes more sense to seek evidence of within-sex selection with comparisons between populations of fitness variances of one sex. One might manipulate male trait variation between populations to study how the mechanisms of mate choice and same-sex rivalry play out under differences in experimentally manipulated male trait variation or demographic or social circumstances and then observe treatment effects on fitness variances. High mean reproductive success and lower variances among males in some treatments relative to males in other treatments would in fact be able to yield signs of selection between treatments, if there were associations between treatments and male fitness variances, either in their survival or their reproductive success.

As I have emphasized throughout, Darwin’s syllogisms of sexual selection make clear that selection within one sex might tell us nothing about sexual selection in the other sex. My collaborators and I proposed such a study to the National Science Foundation. We proposed evaluating parentage across a series of experiments varying the demographic circumstances of individuals, so that it would be possible to make strong inferences about the effects of individual survival probabilities, the probabilities of encounter of potential mates, and other demographic variables on fitness variances of same-sex individuals in different populations experimentally manipulated to increase or decrease opportunities for mate choice and same-sex rivalry. Our proposal was declined because reviewers said Bateman’s principles have been repeatedly validated, thus implying that no more testing is necessary.

THE CANONICAL TAPESTRY UNRAVELS

From observations of sex differences, investigators predict the existence of other sex differences, which affirms the consequent. A first-principles approach it is not, but rather one that may encourage confirmation bias, defined as “the tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that confirms one’s preexisting beliefs or hypotheses, while giving disproportionately less consideration to alternative possibilities” (see “Confirmation Bias,” 2017, para. 1). Confirmatory associations between reproductive decisions and theories of anisogamy or parental investment tell one nothing about causes of selection, because even formal correlations are not causation. The closest of the foundational texts to a first-principles theory is the anisogamy math that deduced from an analytical solution the origin
of variation in gamete morphology. The common conclusion from anisogamy theory that males are competitive and females are choosy is, however, nothing more than an intuitive association about presumptive selection pressures that from an essentialist worldview seem to be linked with gamete size and mobility. What is empirically most often left undone is strong inference testing of the hypotheses of sex differences in behavior: Are the suppositions correct? Are there alternatives to the ideas that past selection for morphological variation simultaneously produced fixed sex differences in behavior? In the literature of sex differences, some investigators (e.g., Schärer, Rowe, & Arnqvist, 2012) have claimed anisogamy theory as the self-evident origins of sex differences in behavior and fitness. The kinds of tests that would allow rejection of the predictions, if they are indeed false, are seldom recognized and almost never done; if done, inconsistent results are characterized as curious exceptions to the rule and almost never claimed as inconsistent with the predictions of anisogamy or parental investment theories, even when they are. Consistency science (Janicke et al., 2016) inappropriately fights back with confirmatory claims.

As for Bateman’s (1948) principles, they were built on quicksand: The errors of method, inference, and later the associated myths (e.g., that Bateman watched behavior) are a catalogue of unconscious hype (a nicer word than lies) from true believers, who are perhaps unconsciously promoting false findings. Given that so many overlooked the elementary errors in Bateman’s article, I wonder whether contemporary readers and reviewers have also failed to catch the errors of inference that may exist in the modern studies reporting Bateman gradients. How many of those articles failed to test the genetic assumptions of their methods to test for reliability, given their questions? How many have tested their results under chance expectations? How many of those studies pooled data across populations, rather than limiting their analyses within populations within breeding seasons, wherein individuals interact to affect outcomes associated with mate choice and same-sex rivalry over access to more or better mates? How many of those studies documented the existence and character of same-sex rivalries? How many of those studies evaluated whether individuals of either sex made assessments of mate quality before allowing subjects to mate? How many evaluated the basis of mate assessments, in terms of either quality of potential mates or access to resources? How many studies controlled for the effects of potential male manipulation of female reproduction? For that matter, how many controlled for possible effects of female manipulation of male reproduction? If male manipulation of females’ reproductive decisions occurs as it does in D. melanogaster, female remating rate may be inhibited by behavioral sexual conflict, as in mate guarding, or components in ejaculates that increase the latency of females to remating, increasing the likelihood that the variance in number of mates is smaller in females not because of evolved female tendencies but because of males’ manipulations (Angier, 1999). How many modern studies test for the effects of chance on mean number of mates (V_{nm}) and mean reproductive success (V_{rs})? Why is it taking so long to produce credible, testable alternative hypotheses? Is it because many investigators are satisfied with “the answer,” because it reflects what they believe anyway? Failure to pursue the few extant alternative hypotheses seems antiscientific and surely inhibits efficient science.

A HYPOTHESIS ABOUT THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SCIENTISTS STUDYING SEX DIFFERENCES

In a 1974 commencement speech about science given at the California Institute of Technology, Richard P. Feynman said, “The first principle is that you must not fool yourself and you are the easiest person to fool.” He went on to imply that a type of integrity in science is “taking care not to fool yourself.” I argue that we should self-consciously take care not to fool ourselves: We should use the scientific method that demands we repeat studies, honestly report what we did and why we did it, and ferret out what is wrong with our own studies, not just what is right or expected. We need to use the best experimental controls—double-blind observations, blinded analyses, sharing our data, and honest attempts to understand the work of others—in order
to constructively criticize each other. And we must control investigator-specific biases, that is, our own individual and particular brands of sex-gendered expectations. To do that, of course, implies and requires a type of self-awareness that may be difficult to come by. However, I believe it is essential in evolutionary studies of sex differences and similarities that we at least attempt to confront our own biases with appropriate controls. No doubt, this is hard to do. As Root Gorelick (personal communication, May 31, 2016) reminded me in an email, “I don’t mind people being biased, so long as they are willing to eventually let go of it. Bias is knowledge, providing a framework that allows either progress or regress to be possible. The problem is when we all have the same biases.” Indeed, common gender schemas are very nearly universal biasing beliefs. It may be for evolution-minded sex scientists to consistently challenge studies, demanding explicit attention to controls against common gender schemas. This is something that will be hard because self-deception may inhibit our views of ourselves. 

That gender schemas are common and shared sources of internalized bias predicts that it may be easier to fool ourselves while studying the evolution of sex differences than, say, while seeking evidence of gravitational waves. Common conceptual frames about the nature of women and men are like an ouroboros: They prop up essentialist visions of the sexes and help produce further essentialist scientific visions of the sexes.
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